
BABYLONIAN MYTHOLOGY

Babylonian mythology is a set of stories depicting the activities of Babylonian deities, heroes, and mythological.

The god Ninurta retrieves the Tablets and kills Anzu in other versions of the story Marduk is featured as the
hero. Also known as Rimmon. His qualities were eventually assumed by Adad. Short descriptions of the
earliest dynasties have also been provided. During storms he was imagined as a great bull roaring above the
clouds. The myths were usually either written in Sumerian or Akkadian. The Mushhushshu was a creature
shaped like a slender dog with a scaly body and tail, bird's talons, a long neck, forked tongue and a protruding
horn. Afterwards she is sometimes depicted as Nabu's wife. The Babylonian goddess of the same name is
derived from this Sumerian deity, originally introduced by the Akkadians. One of Ishtar's lovers was the
harvest god Tammuz. Tablets from the Akkadian period provide incantations for blessings from Kulla at the
inception of a project as well as banishing the god from the site once the building was done as it was thought
he might otherwise stay around when there were others in need of him and, further, that his presence could
mean further building was required. These gods then rise from the underworld to earth and sky in keeping with
the motif of the fertility myth of the dying and reviving god. For example, one text refers to how the semen of
the god endowed the vitalizing nature of fresh water. Many of their images are well known today through
statues outside of palaces and temples, most notably the Ishtar Gate of Babylon. Due to great influence of
Babylon on this region, Babylonia has come to refer to the entire culture that developed in the area from the
time it was first settled, about BC. Her story is told in the Babylonian creation myth the Enuma Elish. Enlil,
god of the hurricane and deluge, was also the source of royal power and dealt out good and evil to men.
Zakar's responsibility was to send these messages to the appropriate human recipients. She watched over a
child from conception, through gestation, and after birth provided the child with food. Ea, a god of the waters,
was a benefactor to nature and men by virtue of his all-encompassing wisdom. Kesh was positioned there for
him with head uplifted, and as Kesh lifted its head among all the lands, Enlil spoke the praises of Kesh. The
intensity of the summer sun or the sun at midday was thought to be caused by Meslamtaea's fury and shifted
from a regional god to a universal god associated with the negative aspects of life. The four corners of heaven
became green for Enlil like a garden. Nergal is best known for insulting Namtar, Ereshkigal's representative at
the feast of the gods, and having to make amends to her, resulting in their love affair and his eventual move to
the underworld to live with her. Depicted as the primordial goddess of the oceans, Tiamat is possibly one of
the earliest known Babylonian entities used for Chaoskampf, a myth that portrays the momentous battle
between a hero and a chthonic monster. The princely one came forth royally from the house. However more
famous stories establish Enlil as being the son-in-law of Nisaba. And even more intriguingly, unlike other
capricious Mesopotamian gods, Shamash tended to be portrayed as an undoubtedly righteous divine being,
which made his role rather ambiguous and yet crucial in the vibrant mythos of the city-states. Ninkasi, you are
the one who soaks the malt in a jar, The waves rise, the waves fall. He was worshipped at the conclusion of
building projects. To that end, there is a theory that the god himself was the deified form of the Old Assyrian
capital Assur, an urban center that dates back from 3rd millennium BC. He planned to make Babylon his
imperial capital, but he died in Nebuchadrezzar's palace in BC. All eleven of Tiamat's creatures were defeated
by Marduk who preserved images of them in the watery remains of Abzu to commemorate his victory. He was
the sixth king of the first dynasty of Babylon. The religion of Babylonians centered on the temples and they
celebrated many festivals. According to scholar Jeremy Black she was "more closely connected with the
Semitic tradition than the Sumerian" and was assimilated into Inanna. Kusag is the High Priest among the
gods and officiates at their rites. Historically, the famous ziggurat of Babylon was also dedicated to Marduk,
which in itself was probably the literary model for the Biblical Tower of Babel. Marduk was one of the most
popular and enduring gods of Mesopotamia and was adopted by the Assyrians as son of their supreme god
Assur. He was responsible for the fertility of animals in the wild and was often depicted as a shepherd.


